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Some Pioneers of MOOSEHEAD
CHESUNCOOK and

MILLINOCKET

F. S. Davenport

We three—J. P. Moore, F. A. Appleton, and the writer, knew very well what
we were about when we started on our excursion; able and distinguished
pens—Winthrop, “Life in the Open Air ” Thoreau, “The Maine Woods,”
had traced and illumined the route, so it was clearly outlined to our imagination,
but we did not know that, 58 years afterward it would be printed in The Northern,
and here we are.
This humble pen will be aided by authentic photographs of persons, hotels,
camps, and other things, long since disappeared, a collection of more than fifty
years, some lately found and others promised in season for the issue in which they
belong, and these will tell their own story better than this pen can tell it.
I will whisper that all the events were as stated, yet were not all in the one
excursion, but in two over the same route, and are interwoven because important
as history, and for other reasons. This explains seeming errors as to dates. I
will tell the story, and you may make dates as you please.

At

PART VIII.

ASCENT OF MT. KTAADN

dawn we were awakened
by a chorus of whip-poorwills, a dozen or more
birds, at times they were
in unison, at others con
fused, but ever at high
speed, continuous, with
just enough interval to take breath.
They were scattered about along the
meadow, and could not be located. I
have heard no whip-poor-wills else
where, but whenever I have been at
Aybol at dawn the choir has given a
recital, its “welcome to the morn”—
“Like Memnon’s statue, that at sun
rise played.” The Sewalls in 1871
heard them at sunset.
We had, from this spot, studied the
mountain the previous afternoon until
long after sunset. We had read the
ascents of Hitchcock, Thoreau, and
Winthrop, they had hard traveling,
and the last two had no good view
from the mountain because of fog.
They all took a course too far east.
Hitchcock north, 37 east, the others
still farther east. We hoped to have

FOOT

OF

THE SLIDE
Photo A. L. Hinds, 1870

better luck. There is the slide, a mile
of it in full view, another mile in
visible beyond the ridge, (which is not
a ridge at all.) We decided upon a
course of north-17 east to hit the
slide at its foot or nearly that, by it
ascend to the plateau and then “see
what next.” We were prepared for
a two days trial. We started, crossed
the stream in the canoe, drew it up
into the meadow grass at the edge
of the woods, hunted for half an hour
for a “spotted line”; found plenty of
“spots,” new and old, leading in all
directions—indefinite—returned to the
canoe, took our compass course, the
position of the sun, (by our shadows,
it passes exactly from east to west
at the date) and went on over that
slope called “the burnt lands” since
the great Mirimichi fire of 1825,
which burned over this tract and be
yond it.
It is more than two miles to the
top of that apparent ridge, which is
only a slope with no more than a two
per cent, grade, after you get among
the scattered trees it seems nearly
level. It is a very easy walk from
Aybol meadow to the foot of the slide.
In two hours we had reached and
crossed two brooks an eighth of a
mile apart, the second one very small,
likely dry at times, both flowing south.
A little farther on, Moore decided
to climb a tree, said that he might
be sent out as a missionary, and would
have to climb trees to escape from
cannibals, and ought to be in good
practice. He reported that our course
had been exactly toward the spur
where the slide begins; after a halfhour he climbed another tree, waved
his hat, and pointed in the direction
we were expecting to continue. Reach
ing “terra firma” he said the slide
was in view from the tree, and was
very near. In ten minutes we reached
it, cut down some bushes to mark
where we came in, and then noticed
a scarlet maple tree, the only one in
sight. We hung upon it such things
as would be useless until our return,
and began to ascend the slide. This

slide breaks in three terraces, with an
angle of ascent of 45 degrees, on the
top of each rise much less than that;
at the foot it is grown up with small
trees and alder bushes, but once on
the broad slide it is from 300 feet to
500 feet wide, growing narrower, un
til at the top it is no more than a
yard wide. Along the edges are tall
birches and maples destitute of
branches except at the tops. The sand
and gravel must slide some every
spring, else the growth would extend
out to the middle of the slide; the
edge is well defined, as if the slide
had submerged every vestige of trees,
the low bushes visible were the growth
of one or two seasons.
Our progress was moderate, the feet
sank in the sand and gravel. When
weary we sat and rested, to talk about
the view, which improves as we
ascend. This trail up the slide is the
easiest way to ascend the mountain.
In these later years many women and
even children make the ascent by the
slide; there is no danger anywhere.
We were resting at a place far up and
heard the tinkle of running water, go
ing into the woods a few steps, I
came upon a small brook and filled
up the coffee pot with purest water.
A little farther up, at an elevation of
3500 feet we found fossil sea-shells
and round pebbles; evidence that the
ocean flowed here millions of years
before. We soon reached the head of
the slide, this being our agreed limit
for the first day, we stop, unstrap our
packs, select some dens among the
rocks, warm by the sunshine, rig up
some sort of couch with our blankets,
and give attention to “sunset as seen
from Mt. Ktaadn.” The elevation
here is (approximate) 4800 feet.
Before us to the west and south is
a considerable part of Maine, appear
ing like a level green lawn scattered
over with lakes and ponds.
The
course of the West Branch can be
traced. Moosehead lake makes no
show, is mostly hidden by the moun
tains on its eastern shore. We do
not discern them as mountains, but
they are there. Chesuncook lake and
Caribou lake are prominent, with clear
outline. The south view (in the Hinds
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PLATEAU
Photo A. L. Hinds, 1870

Some waiters make more money than the fellows who give the biggest tips.
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MEADOW

Photo Call Studio, Dexter

imagined that the sunlight lingered
on their summits for awhile.
And now the stars appear, first the
“Evening Star,” then lesser stars, one
by one, as if ignited by invisible lamp
lighters, until finally all the millions
of them are twinkling. The evening
is quiet, not a breath of air stirring.
I have not mentioned our closest
friends, the black flies, they staid with
us all the way from Aybol, and quit
at nightfall. We shall see them no
more till we get into the woods again.
It is too cold up here for them. When
all is dark, no scenery before our eyes,
at the mysterious hour of twilight we
start a fire with some dry stuff picked
up along the slide, have a “seven
o’clock tea” which turns out to be
coffee.
“Take off your hat and apologize
to those dwarf spruces that you are
pelting with egg shells. How old do
you imagine them to be?” Segments
of the largest have been cut and ex
amined with powerful microscopes,
and from 300 to 500 rings counted,
each ring a year’s growth. Those
largest spruces can show about 500
rings. If so, they were growing
merrily on this mountain 127 years

before Columbus discovered America,
and before he was born—if 400 they
were here 27 years before.”
We crawl into our separate dens
among the rocks, and, in the darkness
of this lone mountain, fifty miles from
any habitation, are impressed that, at
last, we are in the wilderness. We
are awake before daylight, having
acquired a variety of aches and pains
from the hard rocks, stretch ourselves,
make a fire of the remains of the
dry stuff, and warm up last night’s
coffee.
Meanwhile we look over the land
scape. The shining lakes have dis
appeared, and are replaced by just the
same number of puffs or cushions of
white fog, even with the tops of the
trees on the shores of the lakes and,
in addition, narrow streaks of white
fog over the course of the West
Branch and its tribularies; a charm
ing hydrographic map, traced with
white on dark green, of the course we
have followed, and shall follow as far
as the most remote point. But we
cannot stay longer, it is near 5
o’clock.
We think we can reach the plateau
before sunrise, possibly the summit.

MT.

photo) shows the entire course of the
West Branch below Aybol, with
Pockwocamus, the three Debsconeags,
Ambejejis, the thoroughfare, North
and South Twin, Pemadumcook, and
the three Jo Mary lakes beyond it. In
the Bryson photo are shown some of
these, and also Millinocket, (loveliest
of them all), the Togue ponds, Aybol
pond, these so near that you could
discern a boat if one were there.
There are small lakes like dark round
holes cut in the green sward. At
twilight, away off on a lake just large
enough for a frame, the moon, in its
first quarter was mirrored as clearly
as if painted in silver on the lake’s
surface.
Near sunset the colors change, one
lake blue, another orange or some
other prismatic color. Before the sun
disappeared from view, and while we
were in bright sunshine, the shadow
of dusk crept toward us, over the
lowlands, (where it was sunset al
ready), and gradually came up the
mountain side. As soon as the sun
(to our eyes) sank below the horizon
line, eminences appeared there, among
them the White Mountains, clearly
discerned in the southwest, and we

KTAADN,

FROM

AYBOL

Note to wives: Before you see your lawyer, buy your husband a good pipe.
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Photo John Bryson, Houlton, I860

“THE LOWER LAKES”
Photo A. L. Hinds, 1870

We make a pile of our duds at the
head of the slide, and start on over
a region of rocks of all sizes and
shapes on which we climb, straight
forward, zig-zag, any way, as we can.
One assists another by a boost or a
pull. In the hollows of the rocks we
find pure cold water, the condensation
of the night air, delicious. We reach
the plateau just a moment before sun
rise. Looking back over our line of
ascent, we cannot see any part of the
slide, it is under our feet because of
the steep angle of the last 500 feet.
If fog comes on while we are at the
summit, how will we find the slide?
Looking for some feature to guide us,
we perceive that some good angel or
angels (human) have built up two
cairns of rocks, about 100 feet apart,
and we are standing just midway of
those cairns, they look as if they were
here ages ago to indicate the location
of the slide. We dispose a white
handkerchief on the southern cairn
with a rock to hold it in place, take a
compass course from it to the summit,
and if fog comes on we can find our
way. The plateau is a large place,
eight miles long. As the sun rises
the shadow of the mountain extends
out many miles, and beyond it, the
white fog over the lakes is gilded and
tinted as are clouds at sunrise or sun
set. As the shadow of the mountain
grows narrower, nearer puffs light up,
when the light becomes stronger this
spectacle loses its brilliancy, and an
other replaces it—a light northwest
wind pushes the fog along before it,
uncovering (at first) just a narrow
edge of the lakes, then, very slowly
more until one-half of each lake is
revealed (all in the same proportion)
until, finally, the entire surface is
shining as at sunset, and what fog
remains has drifted into the woods
on the leeward shores of the lakes,

where it remains tangled up in the
trees, as if refusing to be pushed
along any more; until the sun evapor
ates all of it. This last spectacle took
two hours time from first to last. If
any others climbers of Mt. Ktaadn
have seen such a display, they have
not mentioned it. This is nothing
new or strange, conditions are the
same every still night and morning
in autumn, but to see the operation
of natural forces on so large a scale,
and far above them, as from a flying
machine, is impressive.
The area of the plateau shown in
the Hinds photo is about 800 acres,
the camera standing near the point of
ascent from the head of the great
slide.
The summits are the two
humps on the eastern ridge, the lower
one on the right, sloping toward the
south, the higher near the left hand,
the nearer eminence at the right is
the next spur to the south of the
one on which we are standing. It is
45 minutes walk to the highest sum
mit. First half, 1 per cent. grade;
last half, 2 per cent. grade. I would
call the distance three-quarters of a

THE

PLATEAU
Photo John Bryson, 1860

mile. This is where “herds of Caribou
roamed in former years” (as stated).
So they might, if able to eat and
digest granite.
The Bryson photo shows the slope
of the slide, which is just beyond that
streak, on the other side of that spur,
and a stretch of the plateau four or
five miles long in a northern direction.
What appears to the eye as gravel
and sand is in reality enormous bould
ers. Twice the built up area of Ban
gor in 1865 might be placed on this
plateau, with accommodation for
Brewer in addition.
Arriving at the summit, our first
attention was attracted by the Great
Basin, 3000 feet deep, with two ponds
in it. One might jump into it, or reach
it by a walk along the plateau, a
scramble down the saddle slide, and a
two mile walk to the basin, or, other
wise, by an exciting passage over
“The chimneys” now (stupidly) called
“The Knife Edge.” This mountain
had been photographed but little up
to that time. Bryson of Houlton had
taken
views,
some
remarkable.
Imagine the task of toting a photo
grapher’s outfit of those days around
this mountain.
So we did not know what we were
to see. After the basin, came the
view of the lakes and eminences, north
and east. There were Chamberlain,
Eagle, Allegash, Caucomgomoc, and
Ktaadn lakes, and a few ponds, not
as many as were in view south and
west, (as previously noted).
The
eminences you see in the photos. Each
has had as many names (since) as a
cat has lives. I am confused; there
they are, call them what you please.
Those who have visited this region
in the last ten years have felt an
unconquerable impulse to name a
mountain, a lake, or a pond. I am
writing but little about the scenery.

Few of us have brains enough to overcome the obstacles of ill health.
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SOURDNAHUNK

MOUNTAINS

Shall place it before you in photo
graphs, and may call attention to
special features portrayed thereon.
The main street of Patten village
shows the only habitations in sight,
the rest of the view is wilderness.
At the summit is a pile of a dozen
rocks in which there is a bottle, and
a small tin box, each containing names
of previous climbers; dates, and re
marks about weather, etc. We added
our names and dates. Later visits
indicated that these did not increase,
but the reverse. In my visit of 1877,
I found nothing that was there in
previous years. I know not the rea
son, most likely “some souvenir fiend,
or fiends,” thought it “smart” to carry
them home for exhibition.
Consulting our calendar (which had
become nebulous) we agreed to call
this day Sunday, September 6th.
Moore read from a prayer book the
Epistle and Gospel of a Sunday after
Trinity. We sang the “Te Deum” in
English to a chant, the “Magnificat”
in latin to the “Eighth Gregorian
Tone,” and some music that we had
been singing along the river. We
had eaten all the food toted from the
Aybol meadows, it was near noon, we
must start to return. We walked
slowly along a line to the right of the
early morning direction, discovered a
pool or reservoir of clear water, about
in the middle of this part of the
plateau, a small swamp, dried up,
with skeletons of dead spruce trees
standing in it, and other minor at
tractions. We could see our white
signal on the cairn of rocks and
deviated in that direction. Before
leaving the plateau will call attention
to the photo which shows beyond the
summit the farthest and lowest part
of the plateau and will state that,
March 21st, 1881, Mr. D. A. Perry of
Sherman Mills and a companion made
an ascent on horseback from Russell’s
camp over that end of the plateau,
and reached the summit of the moun
tain. A bridle path may be located
easily from that point. A sure footed
“Burro” can ascend as we did from
the head of the slide, but, where is

AND

OTHERS Photo E. E. Philbrook.

that animal? Coming to our white
signal we took it along. Notice the
rock in the Hinds photo of the lakes,
which looks like the head of an animal
looking west, part of the head broken
off. That rock is an old friend, be
cause it stands just where one reaches
the plateau by way of the slide, and
it was on the next rock behind it that
my Indian, Peter Dana sat in 1871
and made a circle on paper for every
lake or pond in sight, and those, to
gether with the circles made at the
summit, of the northern and eastern
lakes and ponds, counted 205. The
Hydrographic Survey of Maine lists
1500 lakes and ponds, not counting
ponds of one or two acres.
The plateau is one of the great
features of the mountain. From it
many interesting details are in view
that are not visible from the summit;
you will not know all of the mountain
until you take a walk along both sides
of the plateau—16 miles. You will
thus learn the conformation of the
mountain and its environment better,
and with less outlay of effort than in
any other way. Spend a day on it,

if you can. In the year 1871 I was
on this mountain one Friday and on
Mount Washington the next Friday,
and can compare the views. From
Mount Washington you can see hun
dreds of peaks and summits (like
waves of the ocean, turned to stone)
and one lake. From Mt. Ktaadn you
can see two hundred lakes and ponds,
and the few summits shown in the
photographs of this part eight. This
mountain makes more show than the
White Mountain range because you
see it from the altitude of the Aybol
meadow, 564.
The lowest altitude
from which you can see the White
Mountains is at Gorham, 800. The
plateau at the Glen is 1600.
Mt. Ktaadn is a large affair, not
yet entirely explored. In the “Maine
Woods” of 1922 are photos of spurs,
basins and ponds that are of late
discovery. In the winter of 1910,
Joe Francis discovered a new pond,
and called it “Teapot Pond” because
he boiled tea there. It lies three miles
northeast of the summit.
We turned toward the slide with
regret, we had been on the mountain
two days and one night; we loved it,
and might never visit it again. Des
cending proved more troublesome and
dangerous than ascending. Half way
down the slide, we were greatly sur
prised to see three black objects, a
mile distant, slowly creeping up to
ward us. We were not so remote
after all. Was this slide then a
“Jacob’s Ladder,” on which angels
and others were constantly passing?
Up to that moment it had been our
slide, now it was “anybody’s old
slide.”
The visitors proved to be Mr. Banks
of Boston, Mr. Ramsdell of Lincoln,
and Tomah Sebattis, Indian guide of
Lincoln. After interchange of saluta
tions, I said, “Tomah, what line did
you come on?” “No line at all, came
in on your tracks from the canoe in
the meadow. We see you not take
gun, rifle, axe, fish pole, must be you
going up mountain, so we follow

SUMMIT OF MT. KTAADN, FROM THE “CHIMNEYS”

Some of us never graduate from the University of Hard Knocks.

Photo E. E. Philbrook.
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THE TWO PEAKS OF MT. KTAADN

tracks, come out where you cut down
bushes. We never on mountain be
fore; if you go that way, we go that
way, must be best way. We expect
hard climb, but it was easy. We
think we meet you some place.”
Sure enough, to an Indian our
tracks were as visible as a “cow
path.” Two had no packs, Tomah a
very small pack, had a bottle (of
whiskey?) suspended at the back of
the belt carrying his hatchet and
hunting knife. We parted with good
wishes; as we turned into the woods,
our last sight was of Tomah, the
bottle sparkling in the sunshine,
swinging in unison with the waddle
of the fat Indian as he dug his way
up the slide.
We saw the tracks of six men, all
right, as if a flock of sheep had
passed along. If we cannot follow
that trail we are stupid indeed. At
the crossing of the brook I experi
mented to learn if a small trout would
rise to a fly. I had a gut leader looped
with an artificial fly the size of a
house fly, attached to a switch cut
from an alder bush, cast it over a
pool 18 inches deep. It was instantly
taken by a trout 3 inches long which
I landed and instantly threw back into
the pool, none the worse for its ex
perience. It winked at me. I had
broken off the barb of the hook, to
avoid injuring the trout. I was con
vinced and did not try it again. There
are records of taking trout of a pound
weight out of these brooks, they likely
flow into the Aybol, and furnish a
part of the supply of fish to the inex
haustible Aybol trout pool. Continu
ing our course we came out exactly
at our canoe in the Aybol meadow.
The Aybol trail is the easier trail
and the course north 17 east is the
best direction. I made four later trips
with Indians who were never before
on the mountain. They took their own
course, each a different course. The
best trail was in 1871, the second
time with Peter Dana. He, remem
bering that in 1870 we came upon the
slide too far down, deviated (after

Photo E. S. P.

passing the brooks) to a course
farther east, and led me through a
lovely bit of woods, a half-mile before
reaching the slide, a region where the
entire floor was dark green moss six
inches thick, the immense boulders and
the trees (ten feet above the ground)
were covered with the same, no under
brush, a dark green world, no other
color anywhere; through which we
travelled for half a mile, coming out
on the slide about half-way its
length.
As soon as we, in our canoe, reached
the mouth of the Aybol, we saw across
the West Branch, and twenty-five rods
farther up stream, the tent of the
party we met on the slide. It was
in charge of Henry Priest, (guide and
lumberman) of Lincoln. He was boat
man and cook, being lame he could
not ascend the mountain. He invited
us to stay with him over night as the
party would not return till next noon.
This courtesy was welcome, and was
accepted with sincere gratitude.
Winthrop told how his party fished
the Aybol pool in the night. We
tried it and the trout would rise to the
fly as in daylight. We struck at the
sound of the rise and hooked some,
but lost more, the ear is not as quick
as the eye, and we struck too late.
The best way is to draw the fly along,
and the trout will hook themselves.
We laugh at the trout for swallowing
an artificial fly. I think they have
“one on us.” The fly can be seen and
touched, we, humans, swallow a lot
of stuff that cannot be seen or touched
(not even a shadow) and lose our
money, and sometimes our lives.
At daylight we were again awak
ened by the whip-poor-will chorus, it
was farther away, “distance lent en
chantment.” We made preparation
to depart, and waited for the return
of the party. About noon we heard
them calling to us, a canoe was taken
across and they were ferried to camp.
They were tired, talked but little.
Their experience was about the same
as our own. They did not sleep on
the mountain, but at the foot of the

slide where they had chosen a place
before we met them.
Winthrop writes that, “Ktaadn’s
self is finer than what Ktaadn sees.”
“Ktaadn is the best mountain, in the
wildest wild, to be had on this side
of the continent.”
Some words of tribute to the
memory of the Rev. Marcus Keep,
an early pioneer of Mt. Ktaadn. He
was called “The Guardian of Mt.
Ktaadn.” He was a clergyman in one
of the larger towns of northern
Penobscot county, near the mountain,
made many ascensions, and knew
more about it than all the other vis
itors ever knew. When he came to
town, he walked in the middle of the
road, as at home. I, being in a Main
street store (1856, or thereabout) be
came acquainted with him, would
walk along with him around the city
when he was here. It was he who
first interested me in the mountain.

There is no greater achievement
possible in any man’s life than the
winning of the good opinions of other
men. You can accomplish some things
on the strength of your own good
opinion of yourself, but without a
similar appreciation upon the part of
your fellow workers, you will not go
the same distance as with it.

And remember this:
The good
opinion of the man above you may
pay dividends at the moment, but the
good opinion of the men below you
will pay just as large dividends later.
Have you had the experience of
more than one man who has thought
himself solid with the boss, but
through the selfishness, self-seeking
and jealousy of the fellows around the
office, lost out?
It happens oftener than you would
expect.

He—My father weighed only four
pounds at his birth.
She—Good gracious! Did he live?

THE UPPER HALF-MILE OF THE SLIDE

If people were as infallible as nature everything would move along smoothly
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...

The Hunting Instinct ...

By the time The Northern goes to
press this month many a hunter will
be out in the hills. Is there any
experience which affords such peculiar
triumph as comes to the real hunter
when, at the end of a perfect day, he
returns from the trail to exhibit be
fore his envious comrades the results
of a successful trip? Tired, hungry,
possibly wet, he shares in that moment
the feelings of the conquerors of old,
he is kindred of the Caesars, he com
munes in spirit with the Pharaoes and
shares the high seats with the high
est of the mighty.
What is there about the slaughter
of a half dozen partridges, that take
wing at the first sign of human ap
proach, or the capture of a little
fawn, whose glassy eyes seem to say
accusingly even in death, How could
you! to make a fellow feel so grand!
Why are we always half ashamed of
having slain them, afterward? What
is there about hunting season that
makes us restless as the frosts set
the maple forests blazing? Why do
we leave our work and tip-toe down
the tote-road, or paddle stealthily
around the bend of the stream, eyes
apearing, ear cocked? Why do we
leave our comfortable homes and
spend weeks in an uncomfortable old
camp, or sleep on the ground in the
open before the open fire? Why do
we love the forest solitude, the rush
of rapids, the majesty of the open
silent sky over us at night. Every
body who has yielded and gone forth
knows that the call comes from some
inner primative source which is
harder to understand than to obey.
For want of a better name, it
might be called the hunting instinct.
It’s lucky for us that no scientist
ever reads this, for he’d call us on
such an expression as that. But we
don’t know any better than to call it
instinct. You know the Jews had a
religious festival which they observed
in part by leaving their homes and
living for a week in brush huts. It
was said to commemorate the days
when their ancestors wandered in the
wilderness without homes and really
lived in brush huts.
I always fancy when I read that
story that the Jews of the later time
enjoyed that outing much as we do
the hunting trips, the open fire and
the nights in the open, and for the
same reason. Out on the trail, we
live over again in those few hours the
long, long ages during which our
ancestors trailed their game. What
hopes and fears thrilled or shocked
them as, without modern weapons,
they watched and waited for a chance
to match their superior cunning
against the greater strength of their
brute antagonists! It is a momentary
relapse to the primative hunting stage
of our ancestors.

Left to right:

Mrs. A. T. Homer, Mr. E. J. Hill, Mrs. E. J. Hill.

Can any man, who has had the ex
perience, ever forget how strangly
he has felt before now, as he lay be
fore the open fire of blazing logs
under the open sky of night? What
peculiar fascination in gazing into
that glowing depth! What comfort
it affords, what a sense of personal
well-being takes possession! Now if
you just remember that there was a
time when our ancestors knew nothing
of kindling a fire, and reflect upon
the fact that they ate their food raw,
that they endured the cold without
fires, and worst of all, that they
huddled and crouched together in the
darkness of night in livid horror of
“the terror that walketh in darkness,”
you can sense anew what it must have
meant when some genius among them
learned how to make a fire. How the
primative man must have laughed at
the raging elements without when he
first shut himself up and warmed
some kind of an abode by kindling a
fire. The thrill of triumph was a
mighty one, for it reaches clear across
the ages and tingles within us of a
winter evening. What protection the
illumination afforded him against his
brute enemies! Did you ever reflect
upon the fact that man, excepting the
dog and cat which learned to share it
in companionship with man, is the
only animal which either kindles or
enjoys the heat of a fire? All animals,
wild especially, fear to approach a
fire. So stretched at ease before the
fire we live over again for the moment
the comfort, the sense of security,
which our ancestors enjoyed in the
discovery and use of fire for warmth
and protection.
Let the man who never hunted
scoff at us. Let the man who never
camped out say, give me a good room
and a comfortable bed for mine. You
and I who have heard the call and
have gone forth on quest have walked
the forest isles with the ancient
Spirits of the Mighty, and have held
communion before the glowing coals
with that wisdom which conquered the
elements by wits, the savage beast
with bare hands, disease by his life

CONCERT PROGRAM
We have arranged for the execution
of the following programme, to be
given at Rockwood Monday evening,
October 16; Pittston Farm, Tuesday
evening, October 17; Seboomook, Wed
nesday evening, October 18; Chesuncook, Thursday evening, October 19,
and Grant Farm, Friday evening,
October 20.
Mr. Ernest J. Hill, Tenor; Martha
Hawes Hill, Contralto; Mrs. Alice T.
Homer, Accompanits and Reader, of
Portland, Maine.
Duet—Contentment .................. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Hill
Song—Moon of My Delight..........
............................................... Lehmann
Mr. Hill
Reading—The Waterlogged Town
......................... F. Hopkinson Smith
Mrs. Homer
Songs—
(a) Dreamin’ Time...... Strickland
(b) The Sun..........................Curran
Mrs. Hill
Reading—The Lesson with the Fan
Mrs. Homer
Songs—
(a) The Border Ballad....Bullard
(b) I Hear You Calling Me
.................................... Marshall
Mr. Hill
Old Time Songs..................................
Mrs. Hill
Reading—Selected.............................
Mrs. Homer
Duet—Ai Nostri Monti (from II
Trovatore) ................................ Verdi
Mr. and Mrs. Hill

“But ma, Uncle John eats with his
knife.”
“Hush, dear. Uncle John is rich
enough to eat with a fire shovel if he
prefers to.”—Denver Republican.
blood, and ignorance by experience.
Then we come back home sobered,
humbled, and with something in our
hearts that he who stayed at home
can never sense.

It is usually the gentleman that gets the hot end of a gentlemen s agreement.
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Editorials
Thanksgiving
Special holidays are as old as the
story of man. It is altogether probable
that the earliest observance of such
days had a purely religious signifi
cance.
Any attempt to trace the
meaning back to its origin leaves us
with the impression that our ancestors
looked up to their deities with more or
less fear mingled with their worship.
Perhaps fear was the basis of a large
part of their religion. That being
more or less true, it is but natural
that they should set apart special
days to be devoted to service of their
Gods. Probably our forefathers also
thought of their deities as open to
influence through good behavior of
their earthly creatures; and there is
reason to believe that the worshipers
sought to buy the help or good will
of the Gods. So the offering of fruits,
vegetables, the choicest lambs of the
flock, or the finest bulls of the herd
was a logical part of their worship.
The natural outcome of all this would
be just what history—so far as we
are able to trace it—shows was the
case, special days for public gather
ings, on which should be brought as
an offering to the Gods the best that
their toil could produce.
The grateful Pilgrims, deeply
moved by their abundant harvest,
were not the first people by any means
to observe a specially appointed day
for Thanksgiving. They were but fol
lowing a precedent set long, long ago.
The faith which they inherited and
shared could trace its recognition of
the goodness and love of God, in the
care of his earthly creatures, back
across the ocean to England and then
across the continent to an older
world than the motherland. We do
not mean to suggest that the first ap
pointed Thanksgiving day in America
was prefunctory or formal because it
was not original with that little
group which answered the call. On
the contrary, the very fact that they
shared with other people the feeling

I

of thankfulness to the Creator deep
ened its significance for them on this
occasion. For them, it was a re
ligious festival with the profoundest
meanings. They were on a strange
continent, far from their native
shores. They came hither moved by
a deep seated desire to build homes for
themselves where their religious
forms would be free from reproof.
Time and again the little colony had
faced
almost
certain
extinction
through death from disease and star
vation. Each time they had pulled
through with a small remanent. Their
harvests threatened to fail because of
drouth. Fear and anxiety weighed
down the minds of the leaders. Then
after a long time of waiting the
drouth broke, grateful, refreshing
rain fell; the crops revived, the
harvest was abundant. Then came
the call for a day of thanksgiving.
The day—for the greater part—was
spent in their little log church and
was devoted to the purpose set forth
in the name.
From this day and its example our
modern Thanksgiving had its rise.
Whatever our point of view may be,
or whatever our method of observing
it may be, the first American Thanks
giving day was one of religious wor
ship. It is probably true that there
is very little in our observance of the
day that is like theirs—except possibly
the spirit of thankfulness. If some
national calamity threatened in one
day and then disappeared, bringing
with its disappearance happy pros
perity, we probably would not gather
in groups at our respective places of
wroship; but the question arises,
would we be a less thankful people
for that. One would be falling to a
hasty conclusion to say so.
Tomorrow may hold other oppor
tunities than today, but known more
important. If you start waiting to
day for tomorrow, not only will you
lose what today may have in store
for you, but tomorrow will bring you
nothing when it does come.

—In the animal world, no creatures
are favorites, but a certain compensa
tion balances every gift and every de
fect. A surplusage given to one part
is paid out of a reduction from an
other part of the same creature. If
the head and neck are enlarged, the
trunk and extremities are cut short.
—In mechanical forces, what we
gain in power is lost in time, what
we gain in time we lose in power.
—The same dualism underlies the
nature and condition of man. Every
excess causes a defect; every defect
an excess. Every sweet hath its sour;
every evil its good. Every faculty
which is a receiver of pleasure has
an equal penalty put on its abuse.
For everything you have missed you
have gained something else.
—The farmer imagines power and
place are fine things. But the Presi
dent pays dear for his White House.
—With every influx of new light
comes new dangers. Has he light?—
he must bear witness to the light.
—The world looks like a multiplica
tion-table, or a mathematical equation,
which, turn it how you will, balances
iteslf.
—Every secret is told, every crime
is punished, every virtue rewarded,
every wrong redressed, in silence and
certainty.
—Crime and punishment grow out
of one stem. Punishment is a fruit
that ripens within the flower of the
pleasure which concealed it.
—All things are double, one against
another—tit for tat; an eye for an
eye; a tooth for a tooth; blood for
blood; measure for measure; love for
love. Give and it shall be given to
you.
He that watereth shall be
watered himself. Nothing venture,
nothing have. Who doth not work
shall not eat. Curses always recoil
on the head of him who imprecates
them. If you put a chain around the
neck of a slave, the other end fastens
itself around your own. Bad counsel
confounds the adviser. The devil is
an ass.
—A man cannot speak but he
judges himself.
With his will or
against his will, he draws his portrait
to the eye of his companions by every
word he speaks. Every opinion reacts
on him who utters it.
—We cannot do wrong without
suffering wrong.
—Always pay; for, first or last,
you must pay your entire debt.
—He is great who confers most
benefits. Benefit is the end of nature.
Beware of too much good staying in
your hand. It will fast corrupt. Put
it away quickly in some sort.
—No man had ever a defect that
was not somewhere made useful to
him.
—from Ralph Waldo Emerson.

One reason why some people do not have more is that they don’t want more.
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moment. When I now see a roll of
white paper being lowered into our
press room I have a far different
conception of the immensity of the
operations of the Great Northern
Paper Company than before.
Mr. Kelly and Mr. Cummings, who
were fortunate enough to share the
pleasure of this tour expressed the
keenest appreciation of the opportun
ity to see the “home” and meet a few
of the several thousand members of
the “Great Northern Family” at close
range.

NEW POWER PLANT
FOR GREAT NORTHERN

Mr. Marchant, Mr. Kelly, Mr. Cummins and
Mr. Hill at Rip Dam.

AN APPRECIATION
A. H. Marchant, Publicity
Director of the Boston Post.
Everyone connected with the Bos
ton Post knows newsprint in terms
of thousands of tons, as we use about
a hundred tons each day, so it be
comes second nature to us to think
of it as great big rolls which large
motor trucks keep piling into our
cellars to feed the hungry presses.
To see the source of this supply, as
I did in my trip through Maine a
short time ago, and observe the re
sourcefulness and efficiency of the
Spruce Wood Department of the
Great Northern Paper Company in
handling the production of wood pulp,
was a revelation.
For a city man the trip alone was a
great experience and the courtesy and
attention given our party by Mr. Hill
of the Social Service and Mr. Smith,
editor of The Northern, will long be
remembered. The excellent appoint
ments and attractive and interesting
surroundings at Pittston Farm were
particularly impressive, as I did not
dream of finding such a charming
place away off in the woods.
The whole tour was one continual
series of surprises. The canoe trip
on the West Branch and through
Lobster lake to Chesuncook village
gave a wonderful perspective of the
vastness of the Great Northern op
erations and the “bigness” of the
country, but when I saw the Ripogenus Dam and realized the immensity
of the project, my astonishment was
unbounded.
Having dinner with the “Jacks” in
Lobster mountain camp was a treat
to a “tenderfoot” and to see Jim Laws
and his men sluice the logs was better
than going to a movie.
To find miles and miles of perfect
motor roads through the forests, to
see Grant Farm, with its wonderful
view of Katahdin and the Spencers,
were the finishing impressions of a
trip crowded with interest every

By

The Anson end of the Madison and
Anson bridge across the Kennebec
river is fast becoming a hive of in
dustry as the result of the decision of
the Great Northern Paper Company
to put in a hydro-electric plant to de
velop 4000 h. p. For a long time the
local plant of the Great Northern
Paper Company has been badly in
need of additional power. Various
plans have been considered.
Last
spring it was decided to widen and
deepen the present canal. The old
pumping station owned by the Mad
ison water district was purchased by
the paper company and at a special
town meeting it was voted to raise
$3,000 with the understanding that
the paper company put in a wider and
longer bridge across the canal. An
unexpected difficulty in making satis
factory arrangments with the Mad
ison Woolen Company for extending
the canal under a portion of their
mill came up and led to the abandon
ment of the plan. The company en
gineers again got busy and a survey
of the company property on the Anson
side was made just below the end
of the bridge, with the result that
it was decided to develop the power
on that side of the river and run it
into the mill in Madison in the form
of electric energy.
A rock crusher and three engines
have already been set up. Steam
drills are at work on the point of
rocks and daily blasts are made. A
big cement mixer has been installed
at the end of the sidewalk on the
upper side of the bridge. The present
log sluice on the dam is to be de
molished and a new one built just
east of the center of the pier of the
bridge. Cellars have been dug and
the house just north of the Anson
Town Hall is to be moved in two parts
to new locations on Arnold lane. The
job will keep a large crew of men busy
for a number of months. Citizens on
the Anson side are much pleased over
the prospect of a substantial addition
to the taxable property of the town.
Various stories have been afloat that
after building the power plant the
paper company would erect a bag
mill and make other improvements.
When asked about this, Superinten
dent Schenck said there was absolute
ly no foundation for the story and all
the company would do was to develop
a power plant.
(Bangor Commercial)

G. Whitten was in Bangor Oct. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hill of Calais
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
F. A. Murphy of Lily Bay.
Mr. William St. J. Murphy of the
Bangor office recently made a trip to
Rainbow operation.

C. H. Glaster and A. V. MacNeil
made a business trip to Bangor Sept.
19th.

The house at Seboomook has been
somewhat crowded, it being necessary
to use two tents as well as the office
and men’s room for sleeping quarters.
An amateur authoress who had
submitted a story to a magazine, after
waiting several weeks without hear
ing from the editor concerning it,
finally sent him a note requesting an
early decision, as she stated she had
other irons in the fire.
Within a short time she received
the editor’s reply: “Dear Madam: I
have read your story, and I should
advise you to put it with the other
irons.”

NOTICE

TO

CONTRIBUTORS

All written material for The
Northern must be signed. If a con
tribution in its nature does not need
signature, a letter accompanying the
article must be enclosed.

Mr. W. J. Brennan, Director of the
Sanitary Engineering Division of the
State Board of Health, visited the
Seboomook territory in the early fall
and his report of the water supply
at Seboomook is found in the follow
ing copy of a letter to Supt. Mac
Donald :
October 6, 1922.
W. B. MacDonald,
Seboomook, Maine.
Dear Mr. MacDonald:
A complete examination of the
sample of water, taken from the
driven well at Seboomook Farm
and sent to this laboratory for
analysis, showed this water, at
the time of analysis, to be free
from intestinal bacteria and also
free from any material such as
could be classed as objectionable.
This sample of water can be
classed as one of very excellent
quality and absolutely free from
the several chemical compounds
which
sometimes
place
the
potability of a deep seated water
in doubt. As long as this supply
maintains its present condition,
you may consider it fit for all
uses.
Yours very truly,
W. J. Brennan, Director,
Division of Sanitary Engineering.

Better put a fence at the top of a precipice than a hospital below.
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RAILROAD

STATION

AND

TRAIN

AT

UNION,

Mrs. F. A. Murphy and Mrs. C. H.
Hill were guests of Mr. and Mrs. N.
A. Murphy of Rockwood, recently.

The Georges Valley Railroad
The Georges Valley Railroad is
located wholly within the bounds of
Knox County. It starts in the town
of Union and runs to the town of
Warren where it connects with the
Maine Central. It is eight miles in
length. It was built twenty eight
years ago, the Contractor being Mr.
James Mitchell of Bucksport, who was
also its first President. Mr. John
Lovejoy of Rockland, Maine, was the
second President and served for many
years in that capacity.
The Paper Industry is one of wide
scope. This is plainly true as to
territory. It is also true not only
in the direct operations but a fact
in related demands and correlated in
terests. Not a small portion of the
wood is treated at the mills by the
Acid (Sulphuric) method. This re
quires a large amount of lime. The
lime rock is burned at the mills.
In 1918 the Georges Valley road
was purchased by the Great Northern
Paper Company. This was for the
primary purpose of securing trans
portation of the lime rock from a
quarry in Union. The accompanying
cuts will show something of the road
and of the quarry as well. From
seventy five to eighty tons of rock
are freighted over these rails daily.
The road does a general railroad
business, carry mails, express and
passengers and in addition general
freight. The road employes fifteen

MAINE

men in its maintenance and operation.
It was formerly ballasted with clay
but is now being ballasted with the
waste rock from the quarry.
Mrs. Grieve—Tobias, I found this
letter I gave you to post a month ago
in your overcoat pocket.
Mr. Grieve—I remember. I took
off that overcoat at the time to enable
you to sew on a button, and it isn’t
sewn on yet.

CAR

OF

Dr. Nickerson of Greenville was
called to Chesuncook to attend Alex
Gunn’s daughter, who has been quite
sick.

Florian DuBlois, who was working
on the Rainbow road was struck
across the eye and nose with a chain
Sept. 18. Dr. Nickerson, returning
Chesuncook, came just in time to give
from Chesuncook, came just in time
to give first aid.

LIME

ROCK

Never praise a man to his wife, for she knows him and will think you a fool.
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SOMETHING JOB MISSED
Job was patient, but man alive!
He hadn’t a wife he must teach to
drive.
He never was out on a crowded street
Telling his wife what to do with her
feet;
How to start the motor and how to
steer,
Give it the gas or shift the gear.
And Job when teaching her how to
back
Never had her stall on a street car
track.

THE

STEAM

DRILL

IN

MADISON MILL
Sidney Rand returned from a two
weeks’ vacation Monday, October 2nd,
in Portland and Boston, making the
trip by automobile.
Carl Ingalls left Monday, October
2nd, for a two weeks’ vacation.

Miss Nellie Young, of the Auditor’s
office, who has been substituting for
Sidney Rand, while he has been on
a two weeks’ vacation, returned to
Millinocket Tuesday, October 3rd.

Charles Marden and Frank Russell
returned from a hunting trip Mon
day, October 9th. They each got a
dear. They were in the region of
Rockwood.
Many woodsmen appreciate Fire
Warden Charlie Monroe’s generosity
at the present time, as he is lodging
many of them while they are entering
Rainbow operation. What would we
do on the Grant Farm road without
Uncle Charlie?

OPERATION

AT

QUARRY

finds out that city men are not super
men at all and that he is just as
bright as they are. He also discovers
that city men are not mules for work
as he supposed, but that most of
them spend a large percentage of
their time in an effort to dodge work.
Fortunately, however, by the time the
country boy “comes to his senses” he
is so entrenched in the habit of in
dustry that he can’t emulate his city
cousins.
And so he continues to work his
head off and builds up a fortune and
is envied by the next generation of
city sports.
P. S.—As we finish writing the
above, a man at the next desk leans
over and tells us we have missed one
important point.
“In addition to what you have
written,” he says, “there is still an
other reason why the country boy,
with the right stuff in him, succeeds
so well in the city. When the coun
try boy comes to the city he doesn’t
know a soul, he has to fight so hard,
friendless and alone, that his whole
moral fibre is stiffened. If he sur
vive this ordeal he can’t help making
good when conditions and friends be
gin to favor him.”

A new theory has been developed
to explain why country boys succeed
so well in the city, and why so many
of the city leaders were born and
raised in the country.
It seems that the average country
boy thinks that the city boy is a super
man. He must be, he reasons, or he
couldn’t get along.
Thinking along these lines the coun
try boy concludes he must work very
hard or he will not get by in the
city.
So he digs in, applying himself to
his task with all the vigilance of a
small boy who is ambitious to become
a big league pitcher.
In the course of a few years he

Good thoughts never come to those with bad actions.

ROCK

Patient! Job was a novice sure!
For all he suffered there came a
cure,
But Job would have cursed, I will
wager five,
Had he tried teaching his wife to
drive.
I doubt that he would have kept his
seat
In an auto zig-zagging down the
street
While he shouted aloud: “For pity’s
sake,
Take your foot off the gas and use
your brake!”

I wonder how Job would have liked to
hear
The awful grind of a stripping gear?
I wonder how he would have liked
to be
In a car attempting to climb a
tree?
Job’s book of trials wouldn’t have been
enriched,
Had he taught his wife how the gears
are switched.
He’d have had woes which but few
survive
Had he tried teaching his wife to
drive.
—Edgar A. Guest.
Teacher—What does the reign of
King Charles I. teach us?
Tommy—Please, sir, not to lose our
heads in moments of excitement, sir.

CRUSHER
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Bangor Office Locals
H. B. Mower has recently been
added to the personal of the Purchas
ing Dept.
The woods auditing have two new
additions, B. M. Havey and A. E.
Kavanaugh.

M. E. Lepage is back on his old
job, assistant bookkeeper, after spend
ing six months in Greenville Shop
office.
Clarence J. Buckley has accepted
a position in the Paymaster’s Dept.
At one time he was with the Account
ing Dept.
C. A. Daggett ,who has been in the
Accounting Dept. for the last year
and a half shipped to Greenville a
couple of weeks ago to assist Norm
Arey at the shop.

SPEED AND ACCURACY
The group of Old Timers around
the camp store had been listening to
a lecture on modern rifles and rifle
shooting by a city bred supporter of
the “automatic,” who was, or claimed
to be, something of an amateur liar.
As he raved on and on, prattling of
ballistics, sights, actions, and other
things found in sundry sporting
magazines the faces of his unwilling
audience began to register profound
weariness and disgust, and it was
with visible signs of relief that they
welcomed a new comer to the circle,
who had, unobserved, been absorbing
the interesting facts and figures so
freely distributed by the learned
orator. A more battered or decrepit
old bag of leather and bones, it would
be hard to find, and when, after
appropriating an upturned box, and
having taken aboard a cargo of
chewing, he turned toward the expert
of small arms. It was with a feeling
of kindly superiority that he acknow
ledged the attention and heard the
senile old wreck address him some
what as follows:
“Mr. we all appreciate the informa
tion and entertainment that has been
so freely dispensed to us assembled
liars this evening, and, although I
used to think I knew something about
guns and things pertaining to them,
I freely admit that I’m as ignorant of
them as a two weeks calf.
“It may be so that by multiplying
the distance between the fore and
hind sights by 3.1416 and dividing it
by X that you can hit the figure
fourteen on the town clock at Hardscrabble, nine miles from here, but I
alius thought that the hand and eye
had a little to do with it, and I’ve
known men that could shoot the ear

offen a tree-squeak at a hundred yards
who didn’t know whether trigonometry
was a disease or something to eat.
If yo’d a been around these here parts
when old White Eye was in his prime
you might have seen some shooting
what was shooting. I have nothin’
at all to say against these new auto
matic guns, no doubt they is fast,
but this old buck I’m speaking of
could handle an old lever action fast
enough for me, or anyone else with
sense. Why, he always calculated to
keep his bullets about four inches
apart in the air, and hardly ever
varied by a quarter of an inch. I
remember once he did get kind of het
up over a deer and made a fool of
himself, but his old woman had been
naggin’ him about not gettin’ meat
and deer was scarce on account of a
heavy crust. He’d hunted all day
and long about dark a big buck histed
his flag and set sail across an old
blow down. White Eye cuts down on
him just as he was passing an old
dry spruce and squirts about eight
hunks of lead at him, (the light being
bad, otherwise it would have only been
once). He was considerable surprised
and cut up when this fool deer
stopped in his tracks and stands right
there, wiggles his tail and merely
droops his head a little. The old man
is kind of flustered at that and he
crams a handful of shells into his
gun and lets loose the full magazine
again. As before nothin’ stirrin’.
After searchin’ his pockets for more
shells and not finding any, there’s
only one thing to be done and he
does it. He takes a good long running
jump and piles aboard John deer,
skinner in hand, only to find same
deer deader than a wooden leg. Yessir,
the first eight of them 45-90s had
caught up with each other in the air
and nailed that deer to the dead
spruce with an eight inch spike of
solid lead right through the forward
shoulders. The next burst had lit on
that and sort of completed the job,
and there he hung.
“There used to be a lot of shootin’
matches around and he lugged off all
the prizes as was offered. Many’s the
time I’ve rolled a pork barrel down
a hill and seen him put nine shots
through the bung hole before it hit
the bottom. Along with this every
day stuff, sometimes he’d undertake
something real fine like spinning eggs
and such.
“I remember one time when four
or five of us young fellers was loafin’
around down by the river, we found
some ducks eggs and was getting
ready to use them for targets when
the old man comes along, agrees to
show us how to spin an egg. Under
his direction we takes two eggs, picks
out a smooth boulder, and carefully
places them upright, small end down
on the top of it, holdin’ them that
way by the end of one finger. The
old cuss walks about thirty feet away,
takes a bead, and just touches the
extreme edge of one egg and sets it
spinning. Next shot to the second
egg,and back again. About the time
the eggs has been touched three times

apiece he yells for us to take our
fingers off, throws down his empty
gun, grabs up mine and begins in
earnest. He must of kept them eggs
goin’ over three minutes, and all the
signs of damage there was, was a
black line around the middle of each
egg where the bullets had kissed
them.”
That’s all very well said the ex
pert on everything, but do you real
ize, my good man, that the friction
caused by those eggs spinning on a
rock would have quickly worn through
the bottom of the shell and the con
tents would have escaped inside of one
minute, leaving only an empty shell
to continue these absurd gyrations
for the other two?
“Well,” said the old timer, “it was
just this same friction that made the
exhibition possible, cuz both those
eggs was baked as hard as any hard
boiled one you ever saw.”
D’lareg L’lireva.

CONTENTMENT
The richest man I ever knew, and
one of the smartest, was old Eli
Levens, who lived in our town when
I was a boy.
Eli may have not been rich in
money, but he was rich in leisure, he
was brim full of that luxury, pressed
down and running over. He had that
mastery over self that made his wants
so few that he was easily able to
supply them. A happy incident in
the past, his enlistment in the Penob
scot regiment had yielded him a reg
ular income for many years from
Uncle Sam.
Added members to his widower’s
home made no difference to Eli. In
many of our village homes the pro
spective undeterminate visit of a fe
male relative was more or less a dis
turbing element to serenity, but not
with Eli. His daughters pounced on
him with their daughters as from
time to time they lost their spouses,
without disturbing his daily routine in
the least. With that quiet dignity
that is the outstanding element of a
successful man, Eli wended his way
each morning to the village store,
just arriving as Mel Dillings had
completed his reading of the Bangor
paper. He joined the social circle
around the fire in time to discuss with
Race Hapworth all the world’s news.
After Race and he had settled Russia,
China and the Phillippines, the
prospect of getting to the next Exeter
Fair was leisurely discussed.
Eli had a cow which he pastured
up the hill, his own acres being too
limited. Every night he exhibited his
thrift as he walked by the houses,
for he had with him, on his trousers
back, those twin brothers of economy,
patch and repatch, and they were big
and healthy, one blonde, one brunette.
One of Eli’s boon companions in the
long summer days was a superinten
dent of schools from New York, a
man of culture and refinement, well
read, and by our standards far above

A modest man is usually admired—if people ever hear of him.—Ed. Howe.
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Eli, but I often wondered as I saw the
two together who was the happier.
Some of us know so much we are un
happy becaues we don’t know more.
Taxes getting high and higher, up
set nearly all the townspeople, but
not Eli. A hoe, a plug of “Peace and
Good Will” and as few movements of
his arm as possible with many long
conversations with teamsters on the
road settled this obligation.
When industry’s grm arm releases
me I go to the old village and never
-do I pass the center without thinking
of old Eli and how he achieved the
greatest measure of contentment of
any man I ever knew.

MAINE AS A NEWS PRODUCER
There are not a few well meaning
people who seem to think that Maine
is a place where moose go whooping
and bellowing through the primeval
forest and on the coast there are ex
pensive colonies of hardy millionaires.
Both the millionaires and the moose
may be found in Maine in their re
spective seasons, but Maine, the real
Maine, has an every-day life with lots
of news in it and a history that has
plenty of interest without falling back
on moose or millionaire.
For instance, Governor Baxter re
minds you that Maine is a coast State
and has harbors where ships must go
in all weathers long after the yachts
with their teak and brasswork have
shuddered into winter quarters, when
he protests as he does to the Federal
Fuel Administration against some of
the coal companies which he asserts
have shipped anthracite coal to
Canada. “It is necessary,” says his
excellency, “to ship practically all of
the coal by water and our rivers
freeze Nov. 15. Go up north and see
those great rivers lacing the coast up
to New Brunswick, let the wind
scream down on you from Hudson’s
Bay, look up and see the pine trees
whipped by the driving snow and you
will understand that Bangor is a
longish way from Palm Beach.
Turn off to Norway, in Oxford
County, and see some of the loveliest
scenery in America; you will see
stretched before you mile upon mile
of green and wholesome country, and
in the town itself, you can learn how
the inventor of the Evans magazine
rifle lived there and made his rifles
until he moved to Mechanics Falls and
took some Norway men with him. You
will also find that at Norway was
made the first wood pulp manufac
tured in the United States, somewhere
about the year 1854. If you walk
out from the town, after the automobilists have taken their fragrant
presence elsewhere, you can find the
sweetest, loneliest spots drenched in
fresh air and sunlight and breathing
the wistfulness of New England.
Weather-beaten farmhouses perch on
the spurs of hills and have apple
trees and split wood and little chil
dren about them, there are great fields
and wide skies and always every

where that air which the Old World
has never known.
You can go down Bath way to
Wiscasset and see handsome houses
and a great tidal river and the town
watchmaker and many friendly
people. You will not have hills here
and of a foggy September night as
you look out of the window at the
gray blanketing fog and the dim blue
of light here and there, you think you
must be on the banks of the Mersey
or the Thames. But in the morning
you look out again and the brave sun
is shining, little boys are galloping
about with many independent cries, a
stiff breeze is whipping the waters of
the Sheepscote and you are ready to
do twenty good miles, only you must
eat your breakfast and remember that
your editor expects every man to do
his duty. No, one knows nothing of
the charm and beauty and romance
of New England unless one knows
every-day New England.
“J. H. S.”
in the Boston Transcript

NOVEMBER
By Clara Drake
See the fields all bare and brown,
And the skies all darkly gray,
While the sturdy thistle’s down
On the breezes drifts away.
Earth has passed from bloom to seed;
Garnered now are ripened sheaves;
Little squirrels, in their greed,
Scamper o’er the autumn leaves.

Seeking nuts the winds have tossed,
Here and there in playful mood,
Sweetened by the early frost—
All November’s gifts are good.

Mr. and Mrs. Ordway of Patten,
Maine, who have for the past few
months been located at the Ten Mile,
have been appointed in charge at
Pittston Farm.
The loader installed
ago at Island Falls has
moved to Howe Brook,
land Branch of the B.
Norman Smith was at
lately looking after the
of this loader.

a few years
just been re
on the Ash
& A. R. R.
Island Falls
final moving

James Sheehan is serving as care
taker at the S. L. & St. J. R. R.
Work on the road has been suspended
for the winter.
The work on the Burbank road was
finished for this year Sept. 18. The
storehouse was moved to the end of
the road and will be placed on piers.
H. N. Bartley is thinking of making
a Pierce Arrow-Reo so that he will
have two good cars. At present he is
using a Reo-Packard.

J. C. St. John is clerking at Grant
Brook.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Flower are do
ing the cooking at Grant Brook. Mr.
Flower also has charge of the store
house.
A

STATUE

OF

TELEPHONY

IT OUGHT TO BE SO
Recently a woman paid her first
visit to the ocean, and as she stood
along the beach gazing at the great
expanse of water a friend happened
along.
“They tell me, Mr. Jones,” said the
friend, “that you never saw the ocean
before. Is that true?”
“Yes,” answered Mrs. Jones; “most
of my life has been spent in the
Middle West, you know.”
“Think of the wonderful treat you
had!” eagerly exclaimed the other.
“How did it impress you?”
“Well,” thoughtfully answered Mrs.
Jones, “when I looked at the amount
of water they have down around here
it struck me that fish might be a
little bit cheaper.”

Tom Leet is back on the job again.
He left the hospital Sept. 16 and has
been at his home in Millinocket.
Mr. Angus Morey and Miss Martha
Mitchell were married at the home
of the bride in Shirley, Oct. 11.

Ross St. Germain has opened a law
office in the Eastern Trust and Bank
ing building, Bangor, Maine.

Mr. A. R. Cochrane had the mis
fortune to fall while on his way to
the Rockwood store, Sept. 27 and re
ceived slight injuries.
Mr. William Mills has wired the
house at Rockwood occupied by Mr.
and Mrs. Cochrane. The lights were
turned on Sept. 17.

Every time we smoke a cheap cigar we resolve to quit smoking.
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The Relation of Agriculture to Americanization
Extracts from an address delivered
by Dr. Charles D. Woods of Boston,
under the Social Service Division of
the Great Northern Paper Co. This
was given at the Vocational Con
ference at Portland last April.
The agricultural course and social
service and Americanization would
seem to fit in together very nicely.
They differ essentially in that agri
culture is not an end. If it were not
necessary in its development for the
production of food or clothing and
all the other things that enter into
our comfort, there would not be the
slightest excuse for the farm. The
farm itself is merely a means but I
believe that in God’s program, Ameri
canization is an end and an end
worth seeking. Possibly for a few
moments it, would be wise for us to
look to see how Americanization has
been going on in our country. If
Americanization is not a finished
product, it is still in progress. Of
course, when our ancestors came here
—only a short time ago comparative
ly—they all went into agriculture.
They all had to begin with that
fundamental thing here in this coun
try and out of that and from that
as its starting point has come that
which has developed into our Ameri
can citizen. It has been an evolution.
It is not fixed and we have not
reached the final American man by
any means. Of course, we think of
Washington as the “Father of his
Country”; we can think of Jackson as
personifying a type of American
citizen. We think of Lincoln and,
more recently, of Roosevelt as being
great types of Americans, but Wash
ington, Jackson, Lincoln and Roose
velt are very different types of the
same thing. We are still growing
the American citizen and we are try
ing and hoping to make them out of
those who are still coming to us, but
we are not going to make Roosevelts
or Washingtons out of them, not that
type necessarily, because we are go
ing to get exactly as we have in the
past certain things out of these people
that come to us in order to make up
the cosmopolitan picture.
Much of our Americanization as it
has come from the farm, from agri
culture, all of it in a sense has been
spontaneous without any guidance. In
the cities today we are attempting to
guide this. Probably it is necessary.
Perhaps we may have God-given wis
dom so that we may guide correctly.
As we settled here in New England
and as we settled down in the Vir
ginias with peoples that came pretty
nearly from one race at the start, we
spread out and filled this part of the
country. We then moved into the
West and kept moving into the west
and so we had with it a good deal of
this original leavening stock, not
necessarily stock that was going to
reproduce itself but the leaven that

was starting from the first American
citizenship. So that, as the people
came to us and went into the rural
districts, they commenced to absorb
and re-absorb this spirit that our
fathers who began the settlements of
America had in their minds. They
came here to get away from the con
ditions that were fettering them, that
were binding them in narrow channels
in their homes, and come here for
physical, for mental and for spiritual
development. They weren’t such a
better set of folks than we are for
the most part. There was probably
no bunch that ever come over in the
Mayflower or anywhere else that
would begin to average in mentality
or in spiritual concept with you people
who are assembled here tonight, but
of that kind of material we have
come. Because of the way in which
these civilizations, these different
settlements started in at the begin
ning, there was not very much means
of inter-communication. If there had
been this means, the war of rebellion
probably never would have come about
because the mere question of slavery
would have settled itself without that
if we could have come into contact
with each other. But we had grown
here in New England and in the north
with one set of ideals and there had
developed in the south another set of
ideals and fifty or sixty years ago we
were two distinct civilizations, in a
way. The American nation and the
Americanization of the men and
women had gone on in the North and
in the South but we had two distinct
types, in a way. We had settled in
the states of Virginia and the Caro
linas a class that was very different
from our forbears here in New Eng
land that came over in the early days
and they brought with them that
thought of slavery and aristocracy
which was more or less like that of
the old world. But mingled in with
them there came a class of immi
grants—the first great class of immi
grants that we had—coming from the
north of Ireland. They were farmers,
agricultural people. They came to us
because the flax industry became
stagnant in Ireland and there were
large numbers who came and settled
and mingled with the Anglo-Saxons
who preceded them. They simply
added to and strengthened the Ameri
can citizen on the farm, bringing very
much that help to modify and to de
velop that narrower Anglo-Saxon
spirit that we had in the early settle
ments. Then our next great flood
was still from Ireland, coming on
after the potato famine of ’48 and
they came to us as the ditch diggers
and perhaps they filtered back more
or less into the agriculture. Then we
have the next class that came to us
from Ireland and they stayed in the
cities and became our mayors.
But that is not the problem I am

talking to you about tonight, how to
civilize these mayors, but it is how to
Americanize these others who are
still coming to us back on the farm.
Down in Georgia, the Carolinas and in
Virginia, particularly in Georgia and
the Carolinas, there was a group of
men who had come in there from the
north of Ireland and from Scotland
who had no sympathy with slavery,
and they moved out into the hills
which lie along the whole range of
the Alleghanies bordering Georgia,
chiefly in Tennessee but also in North
Carolina, and out of that civilization
who started as agriculturists, out of
that bunch there developed a type of
man like Andrew Jackson. If you
have ever been in Atlanta and noticed
the monument of Andrew Jackson
there, you must have been impressed.
I cannot quote Jackson’s words on
the monument but it was, “America
first and our own citizenship first.”
And so we had that type and they
stayed there. We have got that type
which is not what we call American
today. You read about them in Fox’s
novels. About a month or six weeks
ago, I had the pleasure of listening
to the most interesting talk for an
informal talk that perhaps I ever
heard. It was by a man who gradu
ated from Harvard twenty years ago.
You remember how the edge of the
upper northeastern corner of Georgia
kind of hooks up in by South Caro
lina, butting into Tennessee, where
the Tennessee river rises, in a kind of
plateau, a place of high elevation.
The man who was talking to me said
his grandfather was a type of man
like those who settled there in the
time when Andrew Jackson went into
those hills. His grandfather started
a feud by killing a man and that feud
persisted up to within a very few
years. This man’s father, the son of
this grandfather who started the feud
was a moonshiner. This boy, because
there was no school in his county—in
this beautiful and fertile little valley
thrust up in behind South Carolina
—went over into another county
where there was a school with the
idea of getting an education. He be
gan, as he got further along in his
studies to correspond with the reg
istrar of Harvard University and,
reading that a boy who was ambitious
and willing to work could earn his
way through Harvard, he wrote up to
the University and got a discouraging
letter. Then he wrote to his Repre
sentative at Congress,—it was before
we had interstate boards regulating
commercial traffic of the railroads—
and this man got a pass for him from
the mountains down there in Georgia
up to Boston, Masaschusetts. The
first railroad train this man ever saw
he boarded with that pass in his
hand and landed in Boston early one
morning. He knew enough to leave
his trunk in the station. He had
never been out of the mountains, had
never seen a city; he was the Andrew
Jackson type; his name was Andrew
Jackson. So Andy went over across
the river and thought that he would

Lines of least resistance lead to nowhere.
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try to find a place to room. When he
saw rooms for rent near Harvard
University, he went up to one and
knocked. He was a little surprised to
read “Rooms to Let” instead of
“Rooms for Rent.”
This woman
showed him to a room decorated with
college banners and other things that
he had never heard or dreamed of.
He pretty soon imagined that he was
in the wrong pew and managed to
explain that he was looking for a
room. He had $30 in his pocket and
the rent of this room was $150 a year.
He told the woman that that would
not do for him and went out. Then
he went along and found another
place. He was hungry and had not
his baggage, and he arranged to lodge
there that night. But he was from
the mountains and he did not take
the street or the number, so after
going further in pursuit of rooms, he
could not find the room he had en
gaged to sleep in. He finally found a
bakery restaurant where he got his
supper, and he told the proprietor
that he wanted a chance to earn his
living and board while going to col
lege at Harvard University, and so he
made a trade to have his room and
meals for a certain amount of dish
washing and sweeping and cleaning.
He stayed there that night and the
next morning he went to the registrar
at Harvard. He went into the business
office and told the registrar who he
was. “But I told you not to come,”
said the registrar. “Well, I am here,”
replied the boy.
“Well,” said the
other, “now you are here, we will do
the best we can. Where is your
room?” The boy told him and he made
the record. “But that is way over in
West Somerville. You can’t live there
and go to college in Cambridge,” “I
have got to,” said the boy, and he did.
It was a walk of probably 3 1/2 miles,
but coming from a mountain home,
that distance was not very long to
him.
He stayed at Harvard University
for the four years without going back.
When he went over into that other
county to school, there was a little
red-headed girl who was going to
school there coming from another
county to this county to get her educa
tion, and they—well, you know how
it is. She went to school down in
the lower part of Georgia while he
went to Harvard, and when he gradu
ated with honors he went back and
got a chance to teach in Texas. They
were married and they went down
there. He had not been home into
the mountains at all so after he had
taught in Texas for a year with
marked success and with a good
salary—it was a large school of about
600 people—they went back home for
that summer up into country and went
to his own home in that county which
lies next to South Carolina, and then
went twenty miles over the moun
tains to her home, and when they
were coming back from her home, he
said to her, “These are our people”
and he recited to her from Goldsmith’s
“Deserted Village” and said, “These
are our people and if anybody is go

ing to make these people better, it
has got to be us,” and he gave up his
school in Texas and founded the first
school that was ever in that county
of his and got together six boys and
girls and began to teach them. He
bought a little piece of land and be
gan teaching them first how to get a
living for that American citizenship
of which Andrew Jackson was a type
had not learned how to make a com
fortable home. And so he has kept
on with that, selecting those boys and
girls and teaching them agriculture
and practically how to make their
home and also, during the time when
it rained or stormed, they have gotten
some book knowledge. He is Ameri
canizing that hilly country and there
is a great field in agriculture that is
still untouched. He has had the plea
sure of having in this school six boys
and girls that were the grandchildren
of that man that his grandfather
killed and started the feud. And that
education they are getting has stopped
that feud in that particular locality.
(To be continued)

COOPER BROOK DEPOT
HAPPENINGS
Joseph Sheehan, our superintendent
who has been ill recently, but is re
covering rapidly, was able to be here
recently.
He was accompanied by
Mrs. Sheehan.
Maurice H. Cahill and Fred Beck,
contractors, have their operations well
started.
Dan Foley is “cook” at the Depot
Camp.

Raymond Carl is
Cahill’s operation.

clerking

for

Forest Henderson has charge of a
camp for Beck.

Francis Dougherty is the forester
here again this year.
Harold Casey, paymaster was here
on business a short time ago.
MILLINOCKET MILL
Bureau of Economy's Contribution to
The Northern
Messrs. Bruce, Ferguson, Shirley,
Dore and Carrier of the Bureau were
in East Millinocket during the week
of October 2nd to 7th, on test work.

Mr. Merrill is now enjoying his
vacation. Tough luck they called the
hunting season off.

Mr. Dore tried an experiment on
his Reo Thursday, Oct. 5th, but it
refused to go with gasoline.

D. W. Howe has returned to school
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
The following are a few of the
questions asked of the Bureau during
the past month:
Are wire nails improved by mani
curing?
What is the RPM of a new bottle
of hootch?
Can flexible hose be darned with
screw threads?
How heavy is light paint?
Describe the bark of the dogwood
tree?
Interior of the Quarry

(See page 10)

Hearing a faint rustle in the dark
hallway below, the elder sister, sup
posing the young man had gone,
leaned over the balustrade and called
out: “Well, Bessie, have you landed
him?”
There was a deep, sepulchral silence
for some moments. It was broken by
the hesitating, constrained voice of the
young man: “She has!”—Argonaut.

P. D. Dunton
Twenty Mile.

is

clerking

the

A shave and a hair-cut make a fine disguise for some fellows.

A Wisconsin editor was visiting in
Chicago and decided to buy a new
Panama hat. Going into a store, he
asked the price of one that looked
good to him.
The clerk replied:
“Fifteen dollars.”
“Where are the holes?” the editor
asked.
The clerk appeared bewildered for
a moment, but managed to ask, “What
holes?”
The editor replied: “The holes for
the ears of the ass that would pay
$15 for a hat like that.”
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E. E. Ricker is clerking at the
Thirty Mile.

LIST OF OPERATIONS—1922-23
Clerk
John Glavin

Operation
Seboomook
Lobster
Smith Brook
Loon Stream
Bear Pond’
Caucomgomoc
Black Pond
Umbazooksus
Cuxabexis
Ragged Stream
Deer Pond
Ripogenus Stream
Sourdnahunk
Cooper Brook
Sandy Stream

Superintendent
D. A. McLeod
E. W. Veno
Bucher & Debay
Robarge Bros.
J. P. Hayes
G. B. Burr
A. V. McNeill
C. H. Glaster
Frank Brown
Alex Gunn
J. B. Laws
Jos. McInnis
G. L. O’Connell
Jos. Sheehan
P. E. Whalen

Machias Operation
Howe Brook
Monticello
Island Falls
Stacyville
Rainbow
Tomhegan

F. L. Street, Sr.
T. S. Ranney
Dean & Spearen
F. X. Mooney
Delmont Emerson
R. L. Clough
Hugh Desmond
Geo. Bridge
Arthur Paquet & Co.

THANKSGIVING
By Margaret E. Sangster
For all true words that have been
spoken,
For all brave deeds that have been
done,
For every loaf in kindness broken,
For every race in valor run,
For martyr lips which have not failed
To give God praise and smile to rest,
For knightly souls which have not
quailed
At stubborn strife or lonesome
quest;
Lord, unto whom we stand in thrall,
We give Thee thanks for all, for all.

For each fair field, where golden
stubble
Hath followed wealth of waving
grain;
For every passing wind of trouble
Which bends thy grass that lifts
again;
For gold in mine that men must seek,
For work which bows the sullen
knee;
For strength, swift sent to aid the
weak,
For love by which we climb to Thee;
Thy freedom, Lord, yet each thy thrall,
We give Thee praise for all, for all.

Carl Hagstrom of the K. P. Toting
completed his duties Sept. 16 and has
gone to work in the Greenville
Machine Shop.

Timekeeper

0. Rogers

The folks at Rockwood are all keep
ing in practice to start the whist game
again this fall.

A. J. Bertrand
H. C. Glass
Carl Kelley
A. H. Greene
Philip Buldoc
Walter O’Connell Byron Salter
Geo. Gunn

A. L. Wright
Geo. Price
John Mea

Angus
Sept. 7.

Morey

T. R. Kittridge may know all about
Fords—no doubt—but knows little
about cribbage.

H. W. Hainer
Earnest Ring
J. P. Cormier
Donald Lothrop

The first snow was seen at Rock
wood Sept. 16 by those who were out
at a late hour.

Mrs. Charles Glaster accompanied
Mr. Glaster to his operation Oct. 10.
Mrs. Glaster will remain for a time.

Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Chaplin went,
to Black Pond operation Oct. 10. Mrs.
Chaplin will be there for the winter.
went

to

Bangor

Mrs. Ordway has been appointed
librarian at Pittston.
Ice made at the Grant Farm Sept.
7-8 about a quarter of an inch thick.

Miss Ida Arsenault was called home
Sept. 29 by the illness of her sister.
H. H. Beale of the Greenville
Machine Shop was in Rockwood Sept.
8th.

“So you cured your wife of her
desire to learn to smoke, eh. How did
you do it?”
“I insisted on her taking her first
lesson by smoking one of the cigars
she gave me for Christmas.
She
hasn’t any more desire to learn to
smoke, but she now wants to sue me
for divorce on the grounds of ex
treme cruelty.”—Brooklyn Eagle.

Guy Whitten while on his way to
Caucomgomoc Sept. 25, ran over a
large buck. No damage was done tothe car.
ASTONISHING
A happily married woman who had
enjoyed thirty-three years of conjugal
felicity, and who was the grandmother
of three beautiful children, had a
jovial old colored woman for a cook.
One afternoon which proved to be
the mistress’ birthday, a beautiful box
of flowers was left for her, when the
cook happened to be present. Mandy
eyed the beautiful roses longingly,
then said:
“Yo’ husban’ send yo’ all those
pretty flowers yo’ gits, missy?”
“Certainly, my husband, Mandy,”
the lady replied, proudly.
“Alleluiah!” exclaimed the cook.
“He suttinly am holdin’ out well.”

Mr. and Mrs. B. Chapman are do
ing the cooking for Mrs. Murphy.
They were at the Grant Farm for
some time.

William P. McClure of Rockwood
has been busy rounding up the horses
and is now ready for the winter.
C. Brosnahan and G. Whitten took
over the K. P. toting Sept. 1.

T. R. Kittridge claims that he has
the best Ford in Rockwood.

THE

DERRICK
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TOP

OF
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Reciprocity is a good synonym for service.

(See page 10)

